### Key Databases

All of the databases listed below are available wherever you are in the world from [www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/infolib](http://www.jbs.cam.ac.uk/infolib) with the exception of Bloomberg and Datastream.

#### Electronic journals

- **Business Source Complete**: Our largest collection of scholarly and trade business journals and magazines. Also contains company profiles, country reports, market data.
- **ABI/INFORM Complete**: Our second largest collection of scholarly and trade business journals and magazines.
- **SAGE journals**: Multi-disciplinary collection of electronic journals including business, management and economics titles.
- **ScienceDirect**: Multi-disciplinary collection of electronic journals including business, management and economics titles.

N.B. All of the University’s electronic journals can be searched by title via the ejournals@cambridge site.

#### Company and financial (web-based)

- **Mergerstat Online**: An international database of financials, filings, and executives. Includes current Investext investment reports.
- **S&P CAPITAL IQ**: International company data. All MBA, MFin & MPhil in Finance students are pre-registered. (Other students may access on request.)
- **Bankscope**: Comprehensive information on banks across the globe, with up to 16 years of detailed accounts for each bank.
- **J.P.Morgan**: Investment/broker reports from J.P. Morgan via ProQuest.
- **fame**: UK and Ireland database covering 8 million companies. Includes inactive companies. Can be used to create mailing lists.
- **THOMSON ONE**: International company data, deals and private equity modules. N.B. Only works with Internet Explorer.

#### Company and financial (accessible on-site at Cambridge Judge only)

- **Bloomberg**: International company & economic data and news. Data can be exported to/or imported from Excel. Current and archival content. Online helpdesk.
- **DATASTREAM**: International company & economic data. Data can be exported to/or imported from Excel. Current and archival content. Phone helpdesk.
Industry and market data

- **Passport**: International industry and market data from Euromonitor. Consumer trends, population and technology. ‘Dashboards’ for visual representation of data.

- **IBISWorld**: Industry and market reports database covering UK, US, China and Australia.

- **Mintel**: UK consumer & market and European retail reports database. Reports provide market size data, current issues, forecasts and key industry players.

- **World Market Intelligence**: International market, country and city data.

- **MarketLine**: International industry and market database profiling all major industries and geographies.

News and emerging markets

- **Factiva**: Global database offering the full text of the world’s most important and popular newspapers, newswires and business journals. Full text of the Financial Times.

- **The New York Times**: Access to the current issue and the archive. On your laptop, tablet or smartphone via a personal account.

- **The Economist**: Insight and opinion on international news, politics, business, finance, science and technology.

- **EMIS**: News, industry, company, market data and reports for emerging and established markets.

Advanced Financial Research

While the company and financial databases overleaf are sufficient for most users, if you are engaged in advanced financial research or analysis, then you may also need to interrogate the following products.

- **wrds**: The Wharton School’s gateway to the financial datasets listed below. Postgrads have a class password. PhDs and faculty an individual password.

- **Center for Research in Security Prices**: Security price, return and volume data for the NYSE, AMEX and NASDAQ stock markets.

- **Capital IQ Compustat**: Annual and quarterly income statements, balance sheets, statements and supplemental data on North American public companies.

- **Thomson IBES**: Detailed and consensus estimates and forecast measures for 60,000 companies worldwide.

- **RiskMetrics Group**: Research and data covering corporate governance, proxy voting and corporate responsibility.

Not sure which database to start with?

Fear not, the Information & Library Services team are here to help you work out where to start. Either email us infolib@jbs.cam.ac.uk, use the instant chat on our website, or come and speak to us in person.